Structural variations of single and tandem mismatches in RNA duplexes: a joint MD simulation and crystal structure database analysis.
Internal loops within RNA duplex regions are formed by single or tandem basepairing mismatches with flanking canonical Watson-Crick basepairs on both sides. They are the most common motif observed in RNA secondary structures and play integral functional and structural roles. In this report, we have studied the structural features of 1 × 1, 2 × 2, and 3 × 3 internal loops using all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulation technique with explicit solvent model. As MD simulation is intricately dependent on the choice of force-field and these are often rather approximate, we have used both the most popular force-fields for nucleic acids-CHARMM27 and AMBER94-for a comparative analysis. We find that tandem noncanonical basepairs forming 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 internal loops are considerably more stable than the single mismatches forming 1 × 1 internal loops, irrespective of the force field. We have also analyzed crystal structure database to study the conservation of these helical fragments in the corresponding sets of RNA structures. We observe that the nature of stability in MD simulations mimic their fluctuating natures in crystal data sets also, probably indicating reliable natures of both the force fields to reproduce experimental results. We also notice significant structural changes in the wobble G:U basepairs present in these double helical stretches, leading to a biphasic stability for these wobble pairs to release the deformational strains introduced by internal loops within duplex regions.